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Love in the Afternoon 
Santa Catalina de Somoza to Foncebadón 
Tuesday, June 14  

Bert’s ankle looked awful still, but he said it wasn’t 
bothering him most of the time, as long as he didn’t twist 
it too much on uneven ground. Helen was greatly relieved 
for both of them that it did not feel as bad as it looked. 
They had kept their distances short since the mishap, and 
he said it seemed to be healing, or at least not getting 
worse. 

Walking out of Santa Catalina de Somoza, they 
passed through what for the most part is a ghost town. 
Perhaps half of the thirty or forty stone dwellings were 
complete ruins, and of those that were maintained or 
restored, few seemed to be permanently occupied. Helen 
noted that the restored houses seemed to all sport bright 
colored front doors, blue or green being the most popular, 
and had door knockers shaped like fists.  

The two albergues appeared to be the only going 
concerns in the little settlement. The guidebook said that 
the place had a population of fifty, but Helen doubted the 
total could be close to that many. 

The two-lane road was paved with bricks to the edge 
of town. Crumbling stone fences and walls lined it. Little 
white and pink flowers pushed through the rubble and 
climbed over the stones.  



“Rock garden flowers,” Bert noted. 

Where a door or window used to be, Helen 
sometimes could look through into a grassy space that 
used to be a room and see a big white multiflora rose bush 
or two. She had Bert take her picture in a former doorway 
where the lintel was so low she had to duck to stand in the 
space. 

“I read that somoza in Latin meant ‘under the 
mountain.’ I can’t find it in my Spanish dictionary. But 
we’re sure surrounded by mountains,” Bert said as they 
left the paved road and started along a yellow dirt path. 

Mountains were on every horizon except behind 
them, and they were continuing the gradual climb they’d 
experienced all day yesterday. On the walk to Santa 
Catalina, Helen had been fascinated that Astorga and the 
spires of its cathedral had remained visible behind them 
for most of the seven miles. 

The path was straight, level, and well-maintained. 
Surprisingly, on one side it paralleled the paved and little 
used secondary road they had just left, and on the other 
side a gravel farm road. On most sections of the Camino 
they would have found themselves walking on one or 
other of these, and having a surface they did not need to 
share with cars and trucks or with farm tractors seemed an 
unlikely luxury—especially here where the parallel roads 
were practically unused. Concrete posts about three feet 



high with the Camino shell icon and sometimes also a 
yellow arrow on them marked the path. Where there were 
fields between the path and the paralleling roads, they 
often were outlined by stone fences. 

Few other walkers were in sight, and most of the time 
Helen felt that the two of them were quite alone. Strange, 
she thought; I spend most of my life alone, but this feeling 
that Bert and I are the only people in the world is new, 
and different. I wonder if he has noticed it. 

Her rare moment of sensing a shared solitude 
changed when they came across a couple sitting by the 
trail, enjoying a snack. He was perched on the stone fence 
and she sat on the ground with her back against one of the 
Camino markers. 

“Come join us,” the blue-eyed woman said, smiling 
softly and broadly under a visor and holding out a plastic 
bag. “Look, we picked up some goodies in Astorga.” 

From their accent, or lack thereof, Helen knew that 
they were surely North Americans—probably Canadians, 
she guessed. 

Their times with the few Americans they had met on 
the trail so far, like Gwen and her husband Daryl, were 
particularly memorable. Helen thought that perhaps it 
was because of common experiences; if one mentioned a 
high school reunion, for example, the other would have 



some idea of its meaning, whereas it would likely draw a 
blank stare from a German or Spaniard. Of course, they 
hadn’t crossed the Atlantic Ocean to talk with other 
Americans, but their very rarity on the Camino increased 
the allure of occasionally meeting up with them. 

“Thanks. What have you got? And where do you hail 
from?” Helen said when they reached the other couple. 

“Have an apple. Oh, we’re from . . . You know, that’s 
a difficult question. We have houses in two different 
states. Uh, I hadn’t thought about it, but as things stand, 
neither can be described as our primary residence. I’ll 
spare you all the details. Let’s just say Florida, and leave it 
at that.”  

“Well, we have that in common. Same answer from 
us. I’m Helen and I live in a small town on the Florida 
Gulf Coast. My friend Bert lives in one of the ‘burbs’ near 
Washington, D.C.” 

Having thus broken the ice, they soon learned that the 
tanned, dark-haired, and somewhat more reticent Al and 
the fair-skinned, trim, and outgoing Margie were affable 
and easy companions. A few years their senior, they 
seemed to exude energy and good health, making Helen 
wonder whether they were like that all the time, or were 
just buoyed by being on the Camino. 



Each finding a flat stone on the fence, Bert and Helen 
sat down with them, offering some of their dried apricots 
for the shared mini-picnic. The banter was mostly 
superficial. Where did you start? How long have you been 
walking? How did you learn about the Camino? Where 
are you headed tonight?  

They were all going to Foncebadón, although they 
had set their sights on different hostals. Margie had booked 
them a private room, while Helen had accepted the last 
two spaces in the albergue she called, and they would be in 
a room for four. Bert proposed, and all agreed, that they 
would meet again when they reached their destination 
and would have a beer and maybe a pilgrim dinner 
together. Their new acquaintances resumed walking, 
while Bert and Helen rested a while longer. 

A bit later the path joined one of the roads and 
brought them into the village of El Ganso, another 
abandoned looking town of crumbling stone fences and 
houses. Here they came upon the landmark Mesón 
Cowboy—the Cowboy Bar. Helen thought that the 
incongruous bar and its equally quaint neighboring café 
might spoil the mood for those who value authenticity, 
but on the positive side, they seemed to keep the town 
from being a complete ruin. Bert ordered coffee and a 
sweet roll for them. The roll was encased in cellophane, 
and he remarked that it could have been offloaded from a 
truck months before. 



“I’m still thinking about Al and Margie,” Helen said. 
“I’d guess them to be a couple. Do you think they’re 
married?” 

“Maybe,” Bert said. “Ha, maybe that old nun in the 
monastery asked them. Seriously, they did seem different 
from couples who’ve been together so long they echo each 
other, or look alike. Two unique personalities. Did you 
notice how he talked mostly about the Camino, and she 
mostly about people, even her children and 
grandchildren?” 

“Right,” Helen replied. “I wonder how they saw us. If 
they realized that we’re just friends. Not a couple. I did 
call you my friend. We said we live in different parts of 
the country. But my impression was they’re living 
together in two different places, not living separately like 
us.” 

Bert sipped his coffee and said nothing. 

Helen followed suit and sat back to relax. It wasn’t 
the first time Helen had wondered what people thought 
about her and Bert. Would she and Bert give the 
impression of being just friends? Al and Margie gave her 
the impression of being a couple. That nosy woman in 
Pamplona had called him her boyfriend, so maybe they 
came across as a couple. Maybe most people would 
initially assume them to be a couple. What about Jack and 
Emma, the Irish couple, trying to make their story a 



romance when it wasn’t? What did they see that made 
them think that? Having been just friends for so long, it 
seemed to her that it ought to be obvious to others they 
met.  

But on the other hand, here as they shared the 
Camino’s pains and joys, she wondered about the nature 
of their friendship. That weekend after their divorces, and 
once in Orebed Lake, real intimacy had seemed like it 
could be close, but she had pushed it away not wanting to 
spoil a good thing. She began to guess that any detectable 
vibrations they gave off might be confused and confusing. 

Rested, they started out again. On the way out of El 
Ganso they walked through a scene created by centuries 
of deterioration. Mostly abandoned, like Santa Catalina, 
the village was strewn with roofless buildings. Crumbling 
rock walls surrounded trees growing up within spaces 
that were once rooms. Helen slowed to adjust her pack 
and Bert walked onto the porch of a ramshackle church. 
Moments later they were walking again. 

“What did you see in the church?” 

“Oh, the door was locked. Couldn’t see anything. I 
was trying to translate a note posted on the door. I had to 
use a lot of guesswork, but from what I could gather, 
somebody—local people I suppose—seem to be trying to 
recruit help to restore the church. It seemed to be about 
raising money.” 



“Look like they were having any success?” 

“No, it didn’t look encouraging. The notice was dated 
last December, and it was faded and dog-eared.” 

“Too bad.” 

“I agree. Maybe that old church has little to 
recommend it architecturally or artistically, but it must 
have a place in the history of the town. I imagine at one 
time it played an important role in the lives of the 
inhabitants of this burg. Maybe if the church could be 
restored, the little settlement would have a less mournful 
feel to it. Another sign of the change that we’ve been 
talking about.” 

Soon a tall, blue sign holding the drawings of a stick 
pilgrim with a staff in hand, a Camino shell icon, and a 
yellow arrow pointed them off the little-used paved road 
and back onto the yellow-brown dirt path. Almost 
immediately they passed one of the concrete Camino 
markers. This one sported a rainbow painted on the 
concrete and a wooden cross on top. People had left stones 
piled on the top of the monument.  

Wildflowers lined the path: bright yellow dandelions 
on tall wind-blown stems, white daisies that reminded 
Helen of the omnipresent weeds in Florida called Spanish 
needles, and other daisies with white petals and bright 
yellow centers that clung to stone fences.  



Then a wire fence appeared alongside the path, 
separating it from a farm field where white, horned cattle 
lay in the sun. Hikers, no doubt the type comfortable 
being called pilgrims thought Helen, had taken sticks and 
woven them into the wire to form crosses. She was sure 
neither Bert nor she would emulate them.  

Arriving in Rabanal, after climbing most of the four-
mile distance, they were pleased that this town was not 
another ruin. They first visited its newly restored church 
and then had a soft drink, pastry, and bathroom break at a 
café-bar. Inquiring at the Albergue Guacelmo for Jack and 
Emma, they learned the hospitaleros had gone together to 
Astorga to buy supplies and weren’t expected to return 
for an hour or more. Helen was not particularly 
disappointed to be missing them. She did not want a 
repeat of the story-telling episode. 

The walk to Foncebadón continued on a more rugged 
and steep trail than the ones they had enjoyed in the early 
morning out of Santa Catalina. But the difficulty of 
walking was more than compensated for by the abundant, 
colorful wildflowers along the way. The bright yellow 
flowers of gorse mingled with the bluer tones of heather 
and lavender. Helen and Bert each lingered to take many 
photographs, with the added benefit that slowing their 
pace made the very steep climbs on much narrowed and 
stony paths a bit less noticeable to their weary bodies. Bert 



was placing his sore ankle deliberately and cautiously 
with each step. 

When they finally arrived, Helen immediately 
observed that Foncebadón offered some unusual 
contrasts. The town had never been large and, not unlike 
Santa Catalina and El Ganso, perhaps half its structures 
were complete ruins. Nevertheless, it sported three 
albergues, one newly opened, and a more or less upscale-
looking restaurant with a thatched roof outbuilding and a 
sign touting its medieval décor and menu. The cars 
parked along the new road in front of the restaurant 
suggested that the town had become a destination for day-
trippers. One more surprise was a sign displaying an 
architect’s rendering of a proposed second new albergue, 
this apparently a large one. Bert said he doubted that one 
would be built soon, given the present state of the 
economy, but the signs of the town’s growth and renewal 
were impressive nevertheless.  

At their albergue, they dropped off their packs, and 
agreed to begin their afternoon over glasses of beer and 
bowls of soup. Foncebadón was too intriguing for them to 
spend much time in their room. They could rest and 
recover in the restaurant. 

“What a magical place this is,” Helen said after their 
lunch. “I want to get out my camera and stroll around. It’s 
so picturesque. And, something about the light is strange, 
alluring.” 



For the next hour and a half they enjoyed the scenery, 
and tried to capture the mood of the place on the memory 
chips in their cameras. Bert showed Helen his two 
favorites, saying they might be the best of the whole trip 
so far. All along the Camino they had passed monuments 
of one kind or another on which people had placed stones. 
Often they were waymarks for the Camino, bases of 
statues and crosses, or foundations of fountains in town 
squares. They had guessed that people put them there as 
symbols of devotion.  

Here in Foncebadón he had photographed a 
monument similar to the others. It was a cross on a 
stonework pedestal. This one was unique in having a sign 
asking passersby not to place stones on it. Somehow the 
incongruity appealed to him, he said. If the residents of 
Foncebadón wanted to be different, they had found at 
least one small way to do so.  

His other favorite was a photo of two dogs sprawled 
out sleeping in the old road that the Camino followed, 
unperturbed as passing hikers tiptoed around them. He 
particularly liked this image, he said, because the popular 
books about the Camino by actress Shirley MacLaine and 
Brazilian author Paulo Coelho had both made much of 
Foncebadón and especially the legends about its fearsome 
wild dogs. 

Later in the afternoon, as agreed, they met Al and 
Margie at a table on an enclosed porch in front of the 



albergue. The men ordered beers and the women opted for 
wine. The innkeeper also brought tapas. They ate them 
without questioning how long the sardine topped bread 
slices had been sitting out on the bar without refrigeration, 
perhaps all day, or since the day before. 

Helen surrendered to her curiosity and asked about 
how they had met. The answer turned out to be far more 
involved and richer in drama than expected. 

“Actually, we met in high school,” said Al. “We were 
high school sweethearts. It was true love. We were 
enthralled with each other. We were convinced that we 
had an enduring love, an indelible bond. We pledged to 
spend the rest of our lives together and had every 
expectation of doing so.” 

“I was invited to Al’s family’s Thanksgiving dinner. 
He came to my family’s Christmas. He endured all my 
obnoxious cousins. I’m still impressed that he was able to 
do that. Our families were sure we would marry. His 
family adopted me and mine adopted him.” 

“Yeah, we were a couple before we knew what it was 
all about. On the other hand, I’ll bet we knew more about 
it than some young people do today.” 

“Enter reality,” interjected Margie. “We broke up over 
some issue that we don’t even remember. New boy- and 
girlfriends entered the picture. I think we both expected to 



get back together. But before we knew it, Al was off to 
college and me to nursing school. The marriage made in 
heaven was dashed on the rocks of day-to-day 
happenings.” 

“My turn,” said Al. “We married other people, and 
both of us had decades of happiness with near-perfect 
spouses. I was blessed with two daughters and two 
grandchildren. Margie has three children and a handful of 
grandchildren. Our lives couldn’t have been much closer 
to perfect. Except for the deaths of our spouses.” 

“I was okay for a while,” Margie continued. “My son 
encouraged me to leave the old place and build a new 
house next to his. It’s on a pristine and quiet lake. It’s 
beautiful, I love him, and I love it, but it wasn’t the 
answer. I was still lonely, not having someone to share the 
good things life has to offer. And of course to help endure 
the difficult things. I wanted something different. I’m no 
longer a young wisp of a woman. But one day it struck me 
that part of that young woman still remains, and I wanted 
her to find a home.” 

With a brief critical look, Helen noted that Margie had 
weathered the years really well. Was she really older than 
Helen? She looked strong, like a woman who enjoys the 
outdoors. Margie obviously liked hiking, and Helen 
guessed she might be a golfer or a skier too. 



“Maybe we’re still missing some of the facts here,” 
said Al. “I became a widower at about the same time that 
Margie lost her husband—four or five years ago. Like her, 
I adapted well at first and have done all right on the 
whole. But once I got past the day-to-day and began 
thinking about the long road ahead, I too realized I was 
lonely. I can’t tell you what it was like. Well, I probably 
could, but I don’t want to think about it.” 

“Make no mistake, we were sad. Not desperate, but 
sad,” said Margie. “We have fond memories. But we have 
many—or at least several—good years left, and we 
wanted them to be full, productive, rewarding, and fun! 
We love our children, we honor our past, and we cherish 
the memories.” 

Al chanced another explanation. 

“Margie’s newly built house is in the North Country 
of New York State. I have a nice house in south Florida 
and a family summer cottage in the Adirondacks. We’re 
awash in places to live—special places with memories and 
touchstones—and, separated by more than 1,500 miles. 
And, of course there are the children and grandchildren to 
visit and enjoy. We aren’t going to give up all that!  

“But then we re-found each other and weren’t going 
to give up on that either. We had no reason to hunker 
down in our empty houses because we couldn’t bear to 
leave them. We decided to find a way to live, and love, 



and take the bounty offered to us in the afternoon of our 
lives.” 

Love in the afternoon. For Helen it was a more 
frightening than appealing concept. She found herself 
wondering what Bert was thinking. She’d almost surely 
never ask him. It was too close to the place they never 
went in their conversations.  

She was perfectly capable of managing her own 
afternoons, she thought. She was no more ready to again 
surrender to the demands of a shared life than she had 
been at any other time since her divorce. Stability was at 
stake, and hard-won professional success had granted her 
a measure of predictability, accomplishment, and serenity. 
Al and Margie must not value their individual freedoms 
to go where they wanted and do what they needed to do 
for themselves as much as she did. So why was she having 
this conversation with herself?  

Margie interrupted her thoughts. “Al left some things 
out. It’s like a movie plot. We met up again at our high 
school reunion. I didn’t expect Al to attend, but I suppose 
I had certain hopes. I was talking to a nice man—someone 
I also knew from high school—and all of a sudden he 
asked me if I had seen Al. Well, no, I said. He looked over 
my shoulder and then I turned around and there was Al.  

“We swept toward one another and I thought I heard 
violins playing. But that must have been a hallucination 



because after all it was a hockey arena. No musicians were 
anywhere in sight. Anyway, I don’t want to exaggerate, 
but we talked and it was as if a forty-year-old loving 
relationship again instantly rekindled, like we were 
picking up on and continuing a conversation that was 
interrupted decades ago.  

“It was a strange feeling. On one hand, I felt more 
comfortable talking with Al than I’d been in years, but I 
was tense because I didn’t know how he felt. Or, what I 
would do if he rejected me.” 

“She was on the prowl,” Al said teasingly. 

“Well, I suppose I was. I didn’t know it then. I was 
worried about what you were thinking. Now I know that 
you were on the prowl, too.” 

“Yeah, and the chances of me rejecting you were zip.” 

The look between them told Helen it had obviously 
been a grand reconnection; they seemed crazy in love with 
each other. At their age, the word “crazy” might aptly 
describe it. 

“It sounds like a story of true love,” Helen said, 
hoping her skepticism wasn’t creeping into her voice. She 
was happy for them, but couldn’t imagine herself 
behaving like them. Thinking back on a high school 
infatuation with basketball player, she knew their story 
was not in her future. She saw him at the reunion last 



year. He was still attractive. But, no way, would he fit in 
her life. 

“How is it working? Have you found what you were 
looking for? Have you been able to manage the 
complexity?” Helen asked the last crucial question with 
curiosity and incredulity, but tried to keep her tone light. 

“We’re burning a lot of gasoline and wearing out tires 
and vehicles traipsing across the country,” said Al. “We 
really can’t imagine it any other way. We follow our 
hearts. We’re so lucky to have this chance. Challenges we 
have. But we love each other. Love is quite special when it 
comes with such a lot of living to sink its roots in. 

“We know we’re not perfect,” he went on. “But we 
also know we’re not the half-baked, forlorn folks we were 
before that reunion. We both have good jobs and we work 
hard at them. But there are more than enough spaces in 
our lives to share with each other.” 

Helen wasn’t convinced. This wasn’t just about love. 
Their talk of honoring the past while plunging headlong 
into a new relationship didn’t ring true to Helen. She 
knew from experience, when people plunge heedlessly 
ahead, they leave others behind. What they were 
describing just doesn’t work in real life. And how could 
they possibly be doing all this traveling when they had 
jobs? Responsibilities to kids and even to work can’t just 



be thrown to the winds. People get hurt. Love has to 
accommodate.  

Their tale of new soul mates and a dreamy future 
made her enjoyable, platonic relationship with Bert look 
almost barren. Helen hid her discomfort with conscious 
effort. She smiled and wished them well as, to her relief, 
they left saying they’d decided to have dinner at their 
hostal. 

Not in the least ready to talk about their story, Helen 
was relieved when Bert didn’t plunge into it either saying 
only, “That was quite a tale! I know what their nickname 
will be―the lovebirds.”  

They finished their drinks thinking their own 
thoughts.  

“Let’s have a nonpilgrim dinner tonight,” Helen 
suggested. I’d like to see what that medieval restaurant is 
like.” 

“Good idea.” 

They headed off to the restaurant and were able to get 
seated right away. All the later reservations were booked, 
but early worked for them.  

Their long trestle table had a deep red tablecloth and 
was lighted by a candelabra dripping long stalactites of 
melted wax. The terracotta dishes and wine goblets and 



the waitress’s costume added to the medieval aura of the 
place, although Helen noted from the cluster of locals near 
the bar that it also seemed to be the regional hangout. 

“What a great meal,” said Bert when they had 
finished. “A whole platter of meaty ribs and broiled 
potatoes after so many days of almost-enough trout or 
chicken, and the omnipresent patatas fritas. I was ready. 
Twice the calories and no regrets. And, I am enjoying the 
buzz from beer at lunch, more beer with Al and Margie, 
and then the wine with our megameal.” 

Helen agreed. Foncebadón would be part of the 
Camino she would not soon forget. 

When they had returned to the albergue, no 
roommates had yet shown up to take the other two bunks. 
Helen had to ask the lurking question.  

“What did you think? I know they seemed happy and 
I wish them the best, but Al and Margie’s story is hard to 
accept at face value. I almost wish Jack and Emma—our 
tale-weaving Irishmen—were here. They’d shed some 
light on it. I know the lovebirds’ dead spouses can’t feel 
rejected, but can you imagine after thirty years of happy 
marriage just  blithely, impulsively letting an old high 
school flame get that close to you, just like that?  Can you 
imagine it?” 



“Well, yes and no,” said Bert. “I think Jack and Emma 
would take them at their word.” 

“But they’re making themselves so vulnerable,” 
Helen interrupted. “What if the glow fades on either side? 
How big will that pain be, for heaven’s sake?” 

“I don’t want to see it that way. I think I always sort 
of expected the stars would someday offer me something 
like their story,” Bert mused. “I don’t feel like I’m lonely, 
but maybe I am. Maybe that’s why I agreed to come on the 
Camino.” 

“Well, it felt to me like they’d reverted to a childhood 
fantasy of what love is,” Helen said. “They said they were 
happy, and I didn’t believe it.”  

“Give them some space, Helen. I don’t know why you 
see disaster coming toward them. It is so unlike you to be 
the pessimist. I’m the one who’s been a failure at love. My 
ex told me often enough that I didn’t measure up as a 
husband. But I’m willing to learn. With these lovebirds I 
felt like what you see is what you get. The real thing.  As if 
life were new again.  

“Oh shit! Maybe we need another pitcher of wine, 
dear lady. And if you’ll agree not to jump to any more 
snarky conclusions, I’ll agree not to overreact. 

“Or, maybe I can’t stop myself from overreacting. 
Honestly, Helen, why be so negative? Why can’t they be 



just what they seem to be? Why can’t what they have be 
possible? Such skepticism from your virginal heights 
could be impetus enough for me to seek the nearest train 
or bus back to the Madrid airport.” Looking away, he 
wiped his brow. 

He turned back toward her, took a quick breath, and 
explained that he hadn’t meant to say anything like that, 
and it was probably all the beer and wine doing the 
talking.  

“Actually, Al and Margie’s story brought a loneliness 
into focus that I didn’t know was in me, and I have begun 
to think that I’m less happy than I used to believe.” He 
gave a half smile and she thought it was not with joy but 
maybe a recognition of the loneliness. 

She had no response. She was overwhelmed. They 
sank into their bunks and she didn’t look at him. No one 
else had arrived to claim the room’s vacant upper bunks. 
Before she drifted off with Bert’s words ringing in her 
ears, it struck her that maybe what really bothered her 
about the day’s conversation was an inexplicable feeling 
that she was being left behind.  

Whether it was a wine-induced stupor or a deep 
sleep, when she was awakened by an alarm at six on the 
following morning, she was surprised that roommates had 
arrived during the night—Americans, in fact. They were 
college students separated from their group because their 



colleagues had filled the albergue where they had intended 
to stay. Either the two girls had been extraordinarily quiet 
or Helen had been completely out of it, because she hadn’t 
heard a sound. They apologized for waking her.  

Bert was already up when their alarm went off. He 
had left the room, and she figured he must be waiting in 
line for an available shower stall. She wondered if he also 
had a slight headache. 

When her head cleared they needed to have a talk, 
although she couldn’t begin to think of what words she 
would use. Camino magic might be necessary. If none 
appeared today, maybe by the time they got to Santiago 
she’d know what to say.  



La Cruz de Ferro 
Foncebadón to Molinaseca 
Wednesday, June 15  
 

Bert was waiting for her on the albergue’s porch. 
Breaking out of what had become a pattern, they had 
decided to have coffee and a bite to eat before setting out. 
They stopped at one of the other albergues—the one with 
goats running freely about. It had intrigued her the day 
before. She said it looked as if it were run by either 
“wanna-be” or “useta-be” hippies.  

Not wanting to revisit last night’s conversation just 
yet, she talked about the day’s destination. They had been 
planning to stop in the intermediate village of Acebo to 
keep their distances shorter, but she suggested instead 
that they go all the way into Molinaseca, assuming Bert’s 
ankle didn’t bother him too much.  

Maybe Bert had forgotten the exchange of the night 
before, she thought, because he didn’t bring it up either.  

As they walked away from the albergue into the cool 
mountain morning, Helen looked forward to reaching the 
Cruz de Ferro, the famous iron cross. She was fascinated 
by the quality of the light. It turned her attention from the 
ghosts of Bert’s evening words. Had he really said “snarky 
comments,” and “virginal heights”? He must have been 



really upset. She was happy for the morning light. It 
calmed her. 

The sun was low in the east behind them, casting 
their shadows doubly long. Where the sun didn’t touch 
the land directly, the trail, and stone walls along it all 
rested in twilight, fading into one another and 
indistinguishable. Where the sun touched, features 
glowed with a color that lacked the full range of the light 
spectrum. The yellows, reds, and oranges burst forth. The 
greens, blues, indigos, and violets hid.  

“I don’t remember ever seeing light like this before,” 
said Bert.  

“You’re reading my mind,” she said. “Hard to believe 
this is natural.” 

“It can’t just be the time of day,” Bert said. “I’ve seen 
a lot of sunrises, and never one that cast the world in gold 
like this. Yesterday afternoon’s light had a strange quality, 
too. Perhaps it’s the combination of temperature, 
humidity, the season, and the mountain air.” 

“But it must be really unusual. The guidebook doesn’t 
mention it,” Helen said. “I think we’ve lucked into a 
meteorological special event. Maybe, it’s an omen 
meaning we have a notable day ahead.” 

"Well, it is the day you promised me way back in the 
Pyrenees," Bert said. "Finally, we get to the Cruz de Ferro 



and the Camino's highest point. All downhill from today, 
right." 

"Not likely," Helen replied. "Spain seems to keep 
growing hills and mountains everywhere." 

Their progress was pleasurably slow as they played 
with the light and their cameras. She hoped some of the 
photos would be beautiful, but doubted they would begin 
to capture the totality of what her eyes saw. 

“How can it be so spectacular and so hard to capture 
digitally?” asked Helen. She was trying to catch the edge 
between the light and dark. It wasn’t working.  

Bert was looking in the other direction, his camera 
pointed at the field running up to the trail from the valley 
below. He said something about it reminded him of 
burnished gold. “Not even close to what my eyes see,” he 
complained, squinting at the image on the camera’s small 
screen. 

They agreed to give themselves all the time they 
wanted, saying this surely would not happen again, and 
they had a choice of how far to go today anyway. 
Eventually they fell into a more normal walking pace and 
the sun rose high enough to pull the rest of the spectrum 
out of its sleepy start to the day. The gold filled in with 
blues, greens, indigos, and violets and a new field of 
amazing beauty greeted them. 



Now they were surrounded by thigh-high heather, 
shoulder-high gorse, and knee-high lavender. The gold 
glow gave way to air that was blooming purple and 
lavender, with bright yellow highlights. 

“I think the picture I just took of you walking ahead 
of me at that bend in the trail, with heather above you on 
the high side of the trail, gorse below, and snow-capped 
mountains in the distance, is going to be my screensaver 
for the next year,” Bert called to her.  

“I can’t imagine anything much prettier,” she replied. 
“Of course, it would be quite ordinary without me in the 
picture.” She tried hard to push the “virginal heights” 
comment out of her mind and sound normal.  

“Look at that snow. Did you expect we would see 
snow-capped mountains?” she asked. “I hope we don’t 
have to cross any. But they sure dress up my pictures. I 
think I took one from the spot where you captured my 
back. It looks great on the small screen—the heather 
sweeping far down into that valley and then back up 
toward the snow. Wow!” 

Helen was reasonably sure they wouldn’t be crossing 
through snow, since this was the highest point on the 
entire Camino. Over their café con leche yesterday in 
Rabanal—it seemed like a lot longer ago given the events 
later in the day—they learned of a tradition. A couple of 
Austrians told them about it. Since medieval times 



pilgrims have been bringing a rock from home and 
carrying it all the way to the Cruz de Ferro. It represents 
their troubles, illnesses, or burdens. They leave it at the 
cross, symbolically unburdening their lives for the walk 
on to Santiago. 

“Too bad we didn’t know about that one a month 
ago,” Bert had said. “I would have picked up a rock 
outside the doctor’s office, piled my heart problems and 
the dark hole of the rest of my life on it, left it at the Cruz 
de Ferro, and been able to go home early.” 

“I can’t think of any real burdens to leave behind,” 
she had replied. “There must be something. I suppose I 
could have brought a tiny stone along. Maybe I could 
have brought one for someone else whose life has more 
pain than mine,” she offered. 

They had each picked up a small stone after they 
heard the story. It was Helen’s idea. Bert had a skeptical 
look, but had gone along with her. 

“The traditions are part of the experience,” she said, 
“so why not? One should honor traditions. And we saved 
carrying the extra ounces all this way. If the magic would 
have worked carrying it from Roncesvalles, why shouldn’t 
it work if we carry it from here?” 

“Good thinking,” said Bert. 



Surrounded by pines, the trail flattened and in the 
distance they saw a clearing. Before them a large mound 
of stones in a park-like setting spouted a tall wooden pole 
topped by a small cross. On a ridge in the distance was a 
line of wind turbines. She at first thought the turbines 
spoiled the vista, but on second thought decided they 
seemed to enhance it by emphasizing the sweep of 
centuries the place had witnessed. People, with and 
without backpacks, sat at the dozen or so picnic tables in 
the grassy park surrounding the mound. The trail 
approached from the east, along a road that led away from 
the summit. On the south side of the road was a small 
parking lot. 

“Look at all the cars. This appears to be a tourist 
attraction as well as a highlight of the Camino,” Bert 
observed. 

The mound, probably having been built up over the 
centuries, was high and steep, and formed of loose stones. 
Ribbons, flags, and other colorful little pieces of cloth with 
meanings known only to the donors were attached to the 
pole as high as one could reach. Maybe each had carried a 
burden left to flutter off in the breeze.  

They waited among a dozen or so hikers for their 
turns to climb up to the cross. When a couple got up from 
a bench in the park area on the north side of the mound, 
they slid into their places to rest and soak in the 
surroundings for a few more minutes. 



Helen noticed a young hiker come up the path from 
Foncebadón. He seemed to be walking alone. She noticed 
his attire and gear looked serviceable enough, but were 
clearly old and well-worn. He slipped out of his backpack 
and fished in its outside pocket for his rock. A few 
minutes later she saw a gray-haired man arrive. Tired 
looking, and slightly stooped, he too seemed to be a lone 
walker. He set his pack next to the young man’s, against 
the fence separating the trail from the place where Bert 
and Helen sat. Helen felt Bert following her eyes to the 
two men. The older hiker’s rock was already in hand and 
he took out a camera from his pocket. 

He sighed, or maybe just breathed deeply from the 
morning’s beautiful, but far from easy, climb. He caught 
the younger man’s attention, apparently asking him to 
take his picture as he positioned his rock. They smiled and 
exchanged cameras so each would have his memento. 

The older man walked carefully up to the pole. He 
held his hand on it for a long time. Helen thought he 
looked like he was taking warmth from the wood. The 
young hiker took his picture as he stood there. Then the 
man kissed his rock and placed it gently on the pile. 
Ready for the action, the young man clicked the camera 
twice, seeming to catch both moments.  

When the older hiker came back down close enough 
for them to see him well, tears were rolling steadily from 
his dark eyes down his cheeks. His shoulders were low, 



his chin down. He reached out for his camera. The second 
man handed it to him, without looking directly at him. 
The young man didn’t start immediately up the hill. The 
two stood side by side, looking back at the cross, not really 
in each other’s space. Then the younger man, eyes ahead, 
put an arm around the other’s shoulder. Neither said 
anything as far as Helen could tell. She wondered whether 
Bert was equally caught up in the scene. 

After a moment, the older man straightened a bit and 
got out the young man’s camera. The young hiker headed 
up the mound. Bert and Helen looked at each other. Could 
he see the tear that burned in her eye?  

Helen wondered if the older man had lost his wife, or 
a child, someone really dear to him. She imagined that he 
had carried the heavy burden long enough.  

It required some effort for Helen to climb up, place 
her hand on the pole for a minute, and position the rock 
she added to the pile. She decided to let last night’s 
conversation cling to the little stone. She felt the stone’s 
weight in her palm before she set it down; she could 
almost imagine what leaving it would feel like if she had 
brought a big burden all the way from home. 

Bert remained below and took her picture. The wind 
was blowing gently and she felt calm standing up there all 
alone. He shouted up for her to pose, and took another 
photo of her smiling holding the pole with one hand, the 



other outstretched, open-armed, embracing the moment. 
She scrambled down, giving her spot to Bert.  

She caught a nice photo of him looking up the pole to 
the cross atop it, or maybe at the fluttering pieces of cloth. 
Then another as he added his stone to the pile. He 
straightened and she was ready to snap another picture, 
but he stood a few moments with his back to her. She 
wondered what he was doing. Then he turned and 
scrambled back down, seeming somber, with no smile at 
all. That was not how she had felt coming back down from 
the mound. 

“What were you doing up there? What’s up?” said 
Helen, when he was back on the ground. 

“Oh, it was just that . . . something that looked like a 
wallet caught my eye. But it was something else. It’s hard 
to explain . . . really hard. We can talk about it later . . . 
maybe by the time we get to Santiago. I’m ready to get 
walking again now.” 

They slipped into their packs and started down the 
broad path toward Acebo.  

“That was a moment I won’t soon forget,” said Helen.  

“I had the same thought,” Bert said.  

They walked on in silence.  



The path became a wide clay one with landscape 
timbers edging it, the kind of smooth, level, robust path 
the National Park Service builds where many tourists will 
walk between sights. Sure enough, in a half mile or so they 
came to a second parking area.  

“You were right, Bert. This is also an attraction for 
motorized tourists,” she commented. Just after the parking 
area, it narrowed back to a hiking path. Bert seemed lost 
in his own thoughts. They started down a steeper descent. 
They each lengthened their walking poles. 

Helen’s thoughts slipped back to the scene of the two 
pilgrims at the cross. She found she was okay with 
thinking of them as “pilgrims” even though she couldn’t 
possibly think of herself that way. She had sensed pure 
empathy, with no return implied. She could picture 
herself as the comforter. At least she thought she could. It 
was a role that came naturally to her. Nevertheless, she 
harbored a faint doubt that she could connect the way the 
young man had, so fully without intrusion.  

She didn’t want to think about it, or about the 
lovebird conversation with Bert. On to simpler things, like 
not stumbling on this path. The vista was spectacular. 
Green and blue snow-capped mountains surrounded 
them. They walked near the road initially but soon the 
path went cross country. Presumably it was shorter than 
following the gradual decline of the road around hairpin 



turns and terraced straightaways. But unlike the road, the 
trail was steep and stony.  

“Bert, how’s your ankle doing with this?” 

“I‘m taking pains—pun intended—to place my foot 
flat and firm,” he said. “It’s a challenge. I think I don’t 
have as good balance walking step by step as I would with 
a more spontaneous stride. It’s like riding a bicycle; as 
long as you’re moving you are stable, but when you 
hesitate you fall over.” 

Not wanting to distract him further, she let herself 
slide back into her thoughts about the men at the cross. A 
strange thought popped up. What if instead of being the 
comforter, she found herself in the position of that man 
who needed comfort? Would she be willing to accept it, or 
would she pull away? She hated to be needy and couldn’t 
picture herself in the role of “comforted,” even comfort as 
genuinely and unobtrusively offered as by the young 
hiker.  

The trail took another turn toward the difficult. She 
saw the road meandering to the left below them and 
wondered if they ought to be walking along it instead of 
this steep, rocky trail. Her sore toes, bumping into the 
ends of her boots, were difficult to ignore. She adjusted 
her walking sticks again making them longer still for the 
sharp downhill ahead. Her conscious brain was fully 
engaged in the walking. 



The day had in no way become less spectacular. The 
sun was still with them, warming their backs. The pinkish 
heather that was on both sides of the trail when they 
started down had thinned. The bright yellow gorse and 
deep blue lavender had taken over the color scheme, 
everywhere joined by tall white and low yellow flowers 
she couldn’t identify. The sky was big. She could see in 
every direction. The Camino’s beauty filled her senses and 
expanded her spirit. Her heart was going to strange, 
never-visited places, although not yet to last night’s words 
with Bert. 

The pilgrim’s tears had pulled her into thinking about 
how the Camino had called out to her when she first 
learned about it. It wasn’t out of sadness, like him. She 
was at the top, and life was good. She had done what she 
hoped to do in her career.  

She felt good about how far she had come and how 
she had gotten there. She had her success at the refuge. 
She had her sisters who she cared about, albeit from a 
distance. It surprised her, but she enjoyed their interest in 
her adventure.  

And then, despite last night’s comments, there was 
good friend Bert. She wondered what he’d seen up on the 
Cruz de Ferro. It must have been why he seemed almost 
sad when he came down. She had felt so joyous up there. 
Was she really here on the Camino in celebration, like 
she’d thought? What was it about last night’s exchange 



with Bert and today’s events that was letting these 
contrary thoughts seep in?  

She’d been in love like Al and Margie once upon a 
time. They met in graduate school. It was good to meet 
someone who didn’t know her family. Someone who 
didn’t know she’d always been the extra kid, the one that 
came ready-made, not quite one of them, always needing 
to be good so they’d want her. She and Greg would start 
fresh. Neither had to accept ready-made roles. Not having 
children right away seemed natural and agreeable. Just 
two of them seemed perfect. 

But it was a mistake to put so much faith in someone. 
Maybe he really did love her, but obviously not enough. 
Within months of when the Fish and Wildlife Service 
asked her to take an appointment in Alaska, they had filed 
for divorce. He had no interest in leaving the business 
he’d built. He hadn’t even asked her to stay, so why 
consider limiting her career? She wasn't quite good 
enough to make him want her forever.  

Helen made sure they parted friends. Finding herself 
alone was nothing like the experience Al and Margie had 
described. She didn’t want or need Greg in her life. She’d 
gotten along just fine. Maybe that’s why she reacted 
negatively to Al and Margie’s story. 

The trail was narrow and she walked behind Bert, not 
wanting to set a pace that put too much strain on his 



injured ankle. She heard someone behind her and realized 
she was being overtaken by another hiker. Moving off the 
trail slightly and slowing, she did what she could to let the 
person pass. She turned slightly as he went by and caught 
a quick glimpse. Her breath caught in her throat. For an 
ever-so-brief instant, she thought it was her dad—the one 
who had raised her. She’d heard of people having that 
experience, but it never happened to her before and she’d 
never quite believed it was possible. It must have been this 
thinking! A second later she realized he didn’t even look 
much like him. “Danke, buen Camino,” he said as he passed 
her. The adrenalin rush did not pass with him. She had 
seen a ghost. Camino magic? She wanted him to be real. 
She knew he wasn’t. Another set of never-visited thoughts 
cascaded out of her subconscious.  

She remembered that when her dad died, she felt 
herself being angry with him. Totally illogical and unlike 
her, but there it was. She was angry that he just up and 
had a heart attack and died. The anger didn’t last long, a 
few months maybe. What remained after the anger was a 
bittersweet sadness. Without warning the sadness would 
well up in her and tears would flow. Sometimes it seemed 
there was no trigger. Other times, it would be that she 
wished she could call and tell him something, and he 
would share her joy and be proud for her. She had never 
really called like that, impulsively, to share something, 
before he died. She was always afraid she’d interrupt him 
or bother him. The thought reminded her of what Margie 



had said about meeting Al at the reunion, and how she 
was afraid he would reject her. 

Bert, who had been walking a few yards ahead, stood 
by the trail. When she reached him, she stopped, and 
together they looked down a steep slope to where a large 
flock of sheep, surely more than a hundred, were filing 
along a path below. Most followed the path as if it were a 
familiar one, with little or no attention from the single 
shepherd and his small dog. 

“There’s a scene you won’t see in Florida or DC,” said 
Bert, as they resumed picking their way along the trail. 

Ah, yes, Florida. Her thoughts drifted to work. What 
if she didn’t want to just ride the wave into retirement? 
She wondered if she had peaked too early and all the rest 
of her days would be like walking down this mountain. 
Sure it was beautiful, but more tortuous than the climbing 
up had been. 

Having all this time to be inside her own head might 
be a gift from the universe right at the moment when she 
could best take advantage of it. For the first time she let 
herself think about the call from Donald. Maybe before 
they specifically asked her to come to headquarters, she 
could apply for some other position she’d like better. She 
ought to have a good shot at becoming the manager of a 
more important refuge. Or, maybe she could overcome 
her gut feelings and enjoy the policy position he implied 



they wanted her to take. Maybe she could influence the 
whole system somehow.  

“What is going on in my head today? How did I get 
into this whole discussion with myself?” She said this out 
loud, perhaps to more effectively banish the jumble of 
ideas. The attempt failed. The notion slipped in that if she 
wanted something new, something more, it might be in a 
corner of her life that was not about work. Maybe she 
ought to listen to what her subconscious was whispering. 
Or was it shouting when it brought recollections of Greg 
and her dad into this day of Camino color, spirit, and 
magic? Unlike the tearful pilgrim leaving his burden up 
there at the Cruz de Ferro, for her the place had done 
something else. Somehow it had let hidden burdens burst 
into the open.  

She felt the juxtaposition of the joy of the past months 
and the other joys—those foregone—along paths she had 
not chosen. She’d always believed she had to make careful 
choices. Love the dad the universe gave her, or be sad 
about the father who had left her before she met him. 
Accept that Greg was rejecting the woman she really was, 
or become someone she really wasn’t to avoid the divorce. 
Take the new refuge and hope to make a go of it, or stay in 
a less risky job. And Bert’s friendship, what was the choice 
she was making there? She wondered if there is an age 
when you face down the choices, mistakes, and regrets of 
the past. She wondered if there is an age when you stop 



having to choose one thing over another. She wondered if 
she was old enough yet to do more than one thing at a 
time for a change. The thought fit the spirit of the day. 

__________ 

Wednesday, June 15 3:02 PM 
To: task_force_alpha@doe.gov 
Cc: Maureen327@midnet.net, Donna121@midnet.net 
From: bert_task_force_alpha@doe.gov 
Subject: Camino Report #6 

Dear Friends, 

I am happy to report that we are in the small city of Molinaseca. Not 
only has the place provided good access to the Internet, but we have 
now gotten through what has been some rather difficult hiking. The 
guidebook shows the steep descent is behind us, thank goodness, and 
I’m expecting a couple of days with relatively level ground and, I hope, 
well-developed trails. My healing seems to be advancing apace, but a 
repeat mishap and re-injury would not help. 

The scenery today was gorgeous. We left the semi ghost town but 
surprisingly accommodating settlement of Foncebadon with its ruined 
houses and inns, briefly stopped at the iron cross—the highest point on 
the entire Camino and one of its major landmarks—and continued in 
sun-drenched Kodachrome (How’s that for an anachronism? I heard 
they stopped making the stuff!) scenery for miles. Unfortunately, the 
well-groomed trail began to deteriorate, the trails got narrower and 
rockier, and my knees began to notice the steep downslopes. Worse, 
stepping on an uneven rock from time to time, the weakness in my 
injured right ankle made itself known.  



Thus, we were grateful to reach the small midway town of Acebo, 
where we rested a longer than usual time over café con leche and slices 
of tortilla española. The best word I can find to describe the village is 
“snug.” If we were traveling across a desert, Acebo would be an oasis. 

I sensed that Helen was worried about my injuries and their effect on 
my well-being, and I am grateful for the concern, even though I believe 
her concerns to be overblown and to best be ignored. She may, 
however, have been more perceptive than I thought because when we 
started down the next part of the trail, mishap struck again. I was 
forced to take each step deliberately, lest I again turn my injured ankle 
and set myself abruptly and unexpectedly on my butt. Despite my 
caution I managed to fall twice under these circumstances and although 
my ass emerged only lightly bruised, I landed in a patch of brambles 
which tore up one forearm. Now my black and blue ankle is competing 
for the ugly-skin award with the scars and scratches of thorns.  

Apparently the old trail had led mainly along steep and narrow 
mountain highways with the necessity to dodge traffic. We were on the 
new one, heralded as a major advance. There apparently was just no 
way to get down from these mountains that did not involve hardship of 
one kind or another. It seemed ironic that this part of the trail surely 
had some of the most dramatic scenery on the entire Camino, but I 
could not fully appreciate it because of the constant necessity to watch 
my footing. I wondered if there was a metaphor in this; in life we are 
always watching our steps and scarcely have time to pay attention to 
where we are going. Maybe this was a lesson of the Camino. 

Helen, on the other hand, made it down the mountain in fine shape. 
She has been quiet today, probably soaking in all the beauty of the trail, 
but I know she has been in unfailing good spirits except when she was 
worrying about me. She seems able to take on whatever new 
challenges the trail presents. I’ve read that it is impossible for the 
healthy person to understand the mind of the sick person, but if that in 



any small way describes our situation, I must believe that she has 
excelled at a nearly impossible task. 

When the trail finally flattened today and we arrived on the outskirts of 
Molinaseca, we stopped to enjoy the moment just across the river from 
the town. We spoke briefly to some young hikers—Spaniards 
apparently. They asked, “Are you OK? How are you doing?” Do we look 
so bad, I thought, that strangers feel compelled to stop and check on 
us? Surely not!  I must have been limping from my injuries, and they 
must have noticed all the dust on the seat of my pants from slipping 
and sliding down the trail. “We’re doing great, I told them.” It’s not as 
bad as they think. I’ve walked today and for many days before. I’ll walk 
again tomorrow. 

Despite hardship, pain, and doubt, I am getting comfortable in my mind 
with this improbable venture. Rest assured, I have not had an epiphany, 
or any sort of magical coming-to-Jesus moment. And if you are waiting 
for a recommendation that you should do this also, forget it. But I am 
not unhappy to be here, I feel more accepting of whatever challenges it 
presents, and I feel myself more a part of it than at any time in the past 
weeks. Don’t take any of these statements to the bank; they are not 
negotiable currency, and could be revised or re-posited tomorrow or at 
any time, depending on what the Camino dishes out to us. 

My friend, confidant, and fellow trekker Helen (who most of you have 
not met, but may be beginning to think you already know) has been 
reading these notes I’ve been sending to you, and she thinks I have 
talked too much about the road, and too little about our impressions. 
Let me know what you would like me to be focusing on.  

You may have missed me on the Blackberry recently. Indeed, for 
periods I have been offline. But I’ll be monitoring it. I have encountered 
an unanticipated problem with recharging the batteries—no place to 
plug in at some of the albergues— but nevertheless I am conserving 



power and checking the incoming at least once each day. If there is 
something other than e-mail to send, please leave a voice message or 
an SMS. I will respond ASAP (even though it may be four in the morning 
your time). 

Slogging on, Bert 

  



The Odd Couple 
Cacabelos to Ambasmestas 
Friday, June 17 

Over all the years they had been friends, Helen and 
Bert had developed a knack for not dealing with 
disagreements and spats. They had now walked together 
for four days since Foncebadón and neither had said a 
word about the painful lovebird conversation that night. 
Bert wondered if they ever would.  

On that long, arduous downhill walk the next day, his 
mind kept jumping back and forth between their words 
the night before and the words in the wallet at the Cruz de 
Ferro.  

Did he really read the words, or had he imagined 
them? Maybe the words in Spanish conveyed something 
entirely different from what he thought they did. He’d 
been hoping that Helen might figure out how to deal with 
his dark abyss. But at that moment he had realized she 
wasn’t going to do it. What would happen to her if he had 
to set off alone to save his life? Would he have to leave her 
behind? He didn’t want to think about it right now. He 
would welcome a distraction, as long as no twisted ankles 
were involved. 

It was a cloudless day, and warmer than most recent 
ones. They remarked that the Europeans, who seemed 
much less tolerant of heat than Americans, must be 



suffering. Sweating just a bit, they walked along a firm, 
gently undulating, yellow-brown road with vineyards on 
both sides. Coming over a rise, Bert caught sight of a vista, 
albeit a modest one. The view stretched across a wide 
valley toward low mountains in the distance. Hardly what 
the Spanish would call a mirador, the view might not even 
have caught his attention if two women hadn’t been 
standing on the trail. Both were armed with cameras, and 
they were in some apparently intense discussion. 

Seeing them coming and apparently noticing them 
speaking English, one of the women—thin, gray-haired, 
wearing a floppy hat, and probably in her sixties—
stepped assertively forward and asked if Bert and Helen 
could help them. Her accent was decidedly not American. 

“We’ll try,” said Helen. “What’s wrong?” 

“Well, her camera is acting up, and we can’t figure 
out why. It refuses to take a photo. And, she doesn’t speak 
English, so getting a message across isn’t easy.” 

Bert took the camera from the puzzled-looking 
woman—this one was short, stout, with cropped dark 
hair. She wore a little pink hat that looked as if it was 
meant to be a night cap. She handed him her camera 
without making eye contact. He squinted at it, trying to 
understand its controls. As puzzled as he was at first, once 
he had found the mode switch, he quickly diagnosed the 
problem. As he had once done with his camera, the 



woman had slid the main switch one notch too few; its 
positions were “off,” “video,” and “photo.” In failing to 
slide the switch far enough, she had inadvertently put her 
camera into the video mode. It would not take a photo 
because it was already in the process of making a video. In 
fact, Bert realized, it had been taking a video all the time 
they were discussing it. 

“It’s in the video mode, and all I had to do to fix it is 
to move this switch,” he said, pointing. 

“Well, I don’t know how to tell her, because my 
French is as skimpy as her English,” said the 
spokeswoman. 

Bert thought the problem wasn’t difficult. Weren’t the 
words “video” and “photo” the same in English and 
French? He noted for the first time that both women had 
mismatched walking sticks.  

“The problem was that you had it in the video mode, 
and it should have been in the photo mode,” he said to the 
camera’s owner. She shook her head impatiently, 
mumbling something in French. 

He thought of trying sign language, but despaired of 
pantomiming the movement of the camera’s tiny switch.  

Helen worked to explain it in French, although she 
didn’t have the technical words she needed. In the end, 
her patience paid off. The switch remained in the off 



position, and she indicated to the French woman where 
the switch had been, and where it should have been.  

“Merci,” said the woman, who turned and 
immediately proceeded to take the photo that had stopped 
her and her companion along the trail. 

“Buen Camino!” said Bert as he and Helen left the 
women still standing on the trail. 

Once out of earshot, Helen voiced her curiosity. 
“Could they have been traveling together? They looked 
like they were. The English-speaker seemed British. 
They’re about the same age. They seemed to know each 
other. But how could you travel with someone you can’t 
talk to? What do they do, just jabber at each other?”  

“Beats me. The Camino does some strange things and 
makes for some odd friendships. Maybe they met up at 
breakfast and just decided to walk together today. “But I 
do think they’re together. My clue was their strange 
walking sticks.” 

“Walking sticks?” Helen looked back over her 
shoulder but they were out of sight. 

“Yeah, each had one metal, collapsible one. The Brit’s 
was red and the Frenchmen’s was white. And they each 
had one of the tall, more traditional wooden ones. I 
couldn’t help but notice.” 



They walked on through the countryside and into 
Villafranca, where they stopped to see the twelfth century 
Romanesque Church of Santiago and its Puerta del 
Perdón. This was one of the places where, in the Middle 
Ages, you could have your sins forgiven if you were too ill 
to continue on to Santiago. To Bert’s amazement, a young 
man—who obviously considered himself a pilgrim—stood 
in the center aisle chanting a hymn.  

“There’s a new one for me,” he said, with a wave of 
his arm back toward the church, when they walked out. “I 
didn’t feel like I was invading his space. It was almost like 
he was invading mine—demanding that I listen to him.” 

A few blocks further into town they found a broad 
plaza lined with outdoor seating for an abundance of 
cafés. They rested over coffee and tapas—the bread in their 
little sandwiches enclosing a small wedge of salchichon, a 
salami-like meat. Then they walked through a broad, rose-
filled city park with brick sidewalks and continued across 
a bridge over the wide Rio Búbia and out of town. The 
trail then followed the narrow, shallow, gurgling Rio 
Pereje on their left. A busy two-lane road was on their 
right. Woods encroached on the far side of the river and a 
few trees lined their side of it as well, giving them shade. 
To their right, only a guard rail separated them from the 
road. 

By the time they reached their albergue Bert was ready 
to stop. All day they had been favored by reasonably good 



trails, and the climbing had been moderate. But as the day 
had worn on, the temperature had risen and the day’s heat 
had been enough of an extra burden that he felt tired.  

The albergue was an old stone building, like most in 
the region and the few others they could see as they 
looked into the town. It sat a bit above the trail on a rise to 
their right and had a broad terrace in front with tables and 
chairs.  

They checked in. When their laundry had been 
scrubbed in the outside washtub, wrung out, and was on 
the drying lines in the small sunny area behind the 
building, it was time for a beer. They sat outside on the 
terrace overlooking the river at a bright green plastic table 
advertising San Miguel beer. The tables were crowded 
with other hikers, some apparently staying here and 
others, with packs on the ground near them, who were 
probably resting before moving on.  

The table they chose had four empty chairs, and a 
large German shepherd curled up in the patch of shade 
below it. Eventually two glasses of beer arrived. They said 
little to one another as they luxuriated in the relaxation 
and the afternoon sun. Helen had seemed pensive to him 
the last few days, especially on the long steep walk down 
from the Cruz de Ferro.  

He wondered what was on her mind when his was so 
anxiously pondering his, and their, futures. At any rate, 



today they both seemed ready for a day of looking at the 
world around them instead of the one within.  

Helen sat back and took a sip of her beer. She saw 
Bert looking over at the two “camera women”, who were 
entering through the terrace’s gate. He whispered for her 
to notice the pink hat. “We get another chance to figure 
out the mystery,” he said.  

Helen motioned to the newcomers to take the two 
empty chairs at their table. The dog seemed not to notice 
as the shorter woman sat and the other said she would be 
back after checking them in. Helen introduced herself and 
Bert. They learned her name was Edith and the other’s 
Portia. Soon the four of them sat tight around the small 
table and its resident dog. 

Portia, who did most of the talking, was from 
England, and Edith, she said, was from France. They were 
indeed walking together, Portia explained, and this was 
their third Camino. This time they had begun near Le 
Havre, in northern France. 

“How did you meet?” Helen asked with genuine 
curiosity. 

“At a wedding. You see, we’re mothers-in-law.” 

She hesitated, looking from one to the other to see if 
they understood. They must have both looked blank 
because she added. “My son Daniel went to France to 



learn the restaurant business, where he met her daughter 
Yvette. They now make their home in France. Edith and I 
met at their wedding, and we’ve become good friends.” 

“What made you decide to walk the Camino 
together?” 

“We’re both outdoor people, and we’ve always 
enjoyed hiking,” Portia replied to Bert’s question. 

“How do you get along when you understand very 
little of each other’s languages? I can’t imagine hiking 
together for months while having only a few words in 
common,” commented Helen. 

“Oh, we get along.” 

After this tantalizing introduction, the conversation 
shifted to things seen along the trail, the quality of pilgrim 
meals, and plans for continuing on to Santiago. Bert got 
up to go back into the bar and buy them all a big bottle of 
water to share.  

When he returned and looked out at the bubbling 
river below the terrace, Portia was saying something 
about her husband. But even though the four sat together 
for more than an hour longer, little more personal 
information was revealed. If there were more of a plot to 
the story of this odd Camino pair, Bert thought, Portia 
wasn’t likely to share it. And although Edith was clearly 
impatient at sitting through a conversation she didn’t 



understand, she seemed to be making little effort to 
engage in it.  

He thought about Oscar and Ernesto, the Brothers 
Reunited, and how hard they worked at communicating 
across the language barrier. Helen tried to engage Edith 
from time to time without success. Knowing no French 
himself, Bert wondered whether the problem was that 
Edith didn’t understand Helen’s French. It was difficult to 
tell because Portia jumped in each time and pulled the 
conversation back to English.  

Later, Bert and Helen retreated to their room.  

“There’s got to be more to that story,” he said. “There 
just has to. I can see Portia coming to France to see her 
son, but to hike with her son’s mother-in-law? There is no 
way that ‘we met at a wedding and we both like the out of 
doors’ cuts it. This is like the situation we found with the 
last nun, a great cast of characters, but no story line.” 

“Well, true, but one thing about the last nun story 
was inevitable. She was going to inherit that building. The 
fun in her story was imagining the future, what she’d do 
next. I don’t know about Portia and Edith. Maybe the fun 
in their story is imagining the past. What could have 
gotten them here? Ha! If they won’t tell us, I think we 
ought to just make it up—their past I mean—like you 
made up the nun’s future.” 



“A perfect way to spend an afternoon on the 
Camino,” said Bert. “Okay, I’ve got an idea. They said 
they’re good friends. Let’s suppose that each of them is 
fluent in both English and French, and they play this game 
just to amuse themselves. They enjoy the reactions of 
gullible people.” 

“That’s pretty good, Bert. And it fits with how Portia 
wouldn’t let me talk to Edith in French. But I think the 
camera thing was real. It seemed real to me. And what an 
odd friendship that would be. Two women amusing 
themselves by befuddling folks? Besides, how would they 
know that we weren’t fluent in French, or French and 
English? No, the missing story has to be more than 
playing on people’s gullibility.” 

Bert agreed. 

“Okay,” said Helen, “Your miserable failure to turn 
this into as good a story as the last nun’s reminded me 
that I may actually know a bit more than you.” 

“You mean you’ve been keeping some vital 
information from me? How’d that happen? ‘Fess up. What 
is the story, trusted friend?” 

“Well, when you were gone Portia said that Edith’s 
husband wasn’t interested in hiking, and that her son and 
daughter-in-law were running the business while Edith 
was gone.” 



“Ah ha! So Edith is a businesswoman. I’m a little 
surprised by that. She doesn’t look or act the part, but I 
suppose it must be true. Maybe she is what 
businesswomen in France look like.” 

Helen laughed and agreed. “I thought Portia was 
more like a businesswoman. She struck me as someone 
who could be in the real estate business. She sure 
demanded to be the one who did the talking. Thinking 
about what we know about them—their kids brought 
them together initially, and the marriage was something 
they had in common. But certainly their story has to be 
about some kind of chemistry they share. Otherwise they 
wouldn’t have set off on three Caminos together.” 

“Yeah, for sure there’s more to it than they told us,” 
said Bert. 

“How about I make up a life for Edith, and you make 
up a life for Portia?” It was Helen’s proposal. 

“Good idea, but let me go first. Then you can bail me 
out right away, and we won’t have to backtrack,” said 
Bert.  

“Hmm . . . let’s see. Okay, I’ve got it,” he began. “You 
were right, she is in the real estate business—residential 
real estate. You know, condos, bungalows, and things like 
that. She is very successful. She started out working out of 
a makeshift office in the back of her funny little English 



car, and has built up to where she has a handful of 
salespeople working for her. We don’t meet her husband, 
but as I imagine him, he takes greatest pleasure in 
smoking his pipe and reading newspapers. He probably 
likes scotch whiskey too. Maybe he has a couple of men he 
hangs out with at the pub. I’ll bet he takes care of the cats 
while Portia is gone.” 

“I think you’re probably right about the husband, but 
I would like to know some more about Portia. What is she 
doing on the Camino, and what attracts her to Edith as a 
friend?” 

“Okay, more about her. Well, as I said. Um, how 
about this? Portia has been hugely successful in her career. 
She is committed to her work. In fact, she hadn’t taken 
time off from work in years until she went to France for 
her son’s wedding.  

“Meeting Edith was very important, because her son’s 
new mother-in-law introduced her to the Camino. She’d 
never heard of it before. She and Edith discover that they 
have much in common in addition to their newlywed 
children. Both are successful in business, both have 
husbands who are content to follow their own interests, 
and by chance they learn that both were enthusiastic 
hikers when they were young.” 

“What about the language problem?” 



“Oh, they can actually communicate quite well. But 
they aren’t comfortable in their second languages, and 
they agree that Portia will take the lead with English 
speakers, and Edith will when the conversation is in 
French.” 

“So Portia decides to let her business go to wrack and 
ruin while she runs off on the Camino with Edith? Is that 
what happens?” 

“Well, yes and no. Portia loves challenges. She’s an 
achiever. She’s overcome every challenge she’s ever faced, 
and her business is a raging success at the moment. It’s 
going so well she’s pretty sure her employees can manage 
it while she’s off at the wedding. In fact, once she’s away 
for a couple of days, she realizes she has it set up so well 
that it can run quite nicely without her constant 
attention.” 

“I like this version of Portia,” Helen said. “She feels 
right.”  

“When Edith mentions the Camino,” continued Bert, 
“the idea of walking it has an unexpected, powerful 
appeal to Portia. It would be a new challenge. It may be 
just what she needs. Every time she has overcome an 
obstacle in the past, she been energized and felt stronger. 
This won’t be walking away from her business, but might 
help her see what’s next for her business, and will 



recharge her—tune her up so she can take it to a new 
level. There’s something else, too.  

“Once she begins looking back at all she has 
accomplished and all the challenges she has taken on and 
overcome, she feels like she deserves treating herself to an 
adventure. So she proposes to Edith that they walk the 
Camino. Edith takes a lot of convincing, but finally agrees 
to go just as soon as the children get back from their 
honeymoon.” 

“That’s not bad, Bert. I can relate to the Portia you 
described. Can you add anything more personal about 
her? Is she religious, or a secular pilgrim? What about her 
upbringing? Did something in her life change her from an 
ordinary child into somebody who walks hundreds of 
miles over rugged paths with the same companion?” 

“Okay, I see where you’re going. But I don’t have all 
those details about her worked out yet. Maybe you should 
go on and tell about Edith.” 

“Okay, here goes,” said Helen. “Edith was born into a 
middle class family in a small town in the north of France. 
Her family was steeped in traditional values and, 
although loving in most ways, her parents were 
preoccupied with their business and did not give much 
guidance or encouragement to any of their four kids. 
None progressed beyond a basic elementary school 
education. But each became strongly independent.” 



“Maybe something about having parents who don’t 
hover over you,” Bert interjected, “makes children more 
self-reliant.” 

“Seems likely,” Helen said. “Anyway, at an early age 
she began working in her parents’ small produce shop. 
She had a good head for business, and soon was 
managing most of the day-to-day aspects of running the 
shop. One day she was talking with a customer who 
owned a local restaurant. He complained that he needed 
to replace a worn-out part in his espresso machine, and 
would have to close his restaurant and go all the way to 
Paris to get it.  

“’Don’t go to Paris,’ she told him. The produce 
business was slow, and for a modest fee, she would see 
that the part was delivered to his restaurant in Le Havre. 
From that small beginning she built the most successful 
restaurant supply company in all of Normandy.”  

“It sounds like fate was good to Edith,” Bert said. 
“She put her talents to work and they took her where she 
was meant to go.”  

“I hadn’t thought of her quite that way,” Helen 
responded, “but it mostly fits. Actually you may have 
helped me understand something about her. Edith didn’t 
leave life to fate. She took it on actively. She felt her life 
was good. She worked hard and things went well with her 
business and her family.” 



“Happy to be of service,” Bert said, sitting back 
sipping his beer and smiling. 

“As I was saying,” Helen continued. “Each of her 
three children was successful, and daughter Yvette was 
more and more taking over management of Edith’s 
business. Now that she and Daniel were married they 
could take it over fully. Before long she would be walking 
away from the business she had spent nearly fifty years 
nurturing. How did fate let this happen? Her problem was 
that she had no plans for the rest of her life.”  

“Now wait a minute,” Bert said. “Edith sounds very 
familiar. Have I met her before?” 

“Maybe somebody a bit like her,” Helen replied with 
a Mona Lisa smile and a twinkle in her eyes. “Hear me 
out. Back to the story. When Portia suggested they walk 
the Camino together, the idea didn’t appeal to Edith. She 
was fully occupied with the unsettling concerns in her life. 
She was actually a bit depressed. Going off on the Camino 
just then sounded frankly like an awful idea. But she felt 
an obligation to help Portia since they were now part of an 
extended family. This Camino had everything to do with 
Portia. It had nothing particular to do with her. But she 
agreed.” 

“Did Edith think that Portia’s need for the Camino 
was more complex than she let on? Did she suspect that 
Portia’s devotion to her career was actually her way of 



dealing with some things that were wrong with her life? 
Have we met somebody like her?” 

Helen wasn’t taking the bait. “Seems like we have an 
opportunity for mystery and intrigue here. Maybe our 
characters have secret lives that even they don’t 
understand, and in the end they’ll both be in for some 
surprises.” 

“Well, we’ve conjured up quite a melodrama, my 
friend” said Bert. “And it’s probably all the fantasizing 
that’s in me for one afternoon. We haven’t really explained 
much about the odd couple, and I’m not sure we have 
done as well as we did with the last nun. But I’m 
satisfied.” 

“Ha! True enough,” Helen said, “and I really think 
they are a very odd couple. But, I suppose that someone 
could say that about us too.” 

“You know,” said Bert, “our story got a bit off track, 
and whether or not it had any truth to it, I have to regard 
the relationship between those two women as a special 
kind of friendship.” 

“Agreed. I hope someday I’ll have a friend like that.” 

 


